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The fallout from the atmospheric weapons tests in the late fifties and early sixties forms the main source 
of man made radionuclides in the terrestrial environment.  It is important to be able to distinguish global 
fallout from other sources of man-made radioactivity, and therefore to have good methods of quantifying 
the level of global fallout in areas where it has not previously been measured. Because global fallout was 
deposited over many years, model validation can require knowledge about deposition time series which 
are not available through direct measurements.  This can be especially important for sparsely populated 
areas with vulnerable ecosystems, where high transfer of radionuclides, particularly radiocaesium, may 
occur. The UNSCEAR reports describe the global data and show how the deposition was dependent on 
latitude.  Others have successfully used a model assuming a proportional relationship between deposition 
and precipitation (e.g. on a regional scale within the AMAP project and on a local scale in some countries, 
such as Iceland and Sweden).  This paper describes a study where different data sets were combined to 
test, at a local scale to a global scale, how well the proportional relationship between precipitation and 
deposition holds and to what degree other effects (e.g. dependence on latitude as in the UNSCEAR model) 
need to be taken into account.  It makes use of the Integrated Global Fallout Database of the 
Meteorological Research Institute of Japan which has been used previously to demonstrate the relationship 
between precipitation and deposition and subsequently to make an estimate of the total fallout amount of 
137Cs in the mid latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere. The study described in this paper provides a fuller 
description of global deposition than the latitude or precipitation based studies alone.  Applied in a simple 
model as presented here, this enable better deposition estimation (including time dependency), especially 
if precipitation time series for the global fallout period are available. 
 
 


